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 TLEP  
The Neutrino Connection 
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NEUTRINO CONNECTIONS  

The only known BSM physics at the particle physics level is the existence of  
                                                 neutrino masses 
 
 -- There is no unique solution for mass terms: Dirac only? Majorana only? Both? 
 
 
-- if Both,  existence of  (2 or 3)  families of massive right-handed (~sterile)  i  ,i   
    neutrinos is predicted («see-saw» models) but masses are unknown (eV to 1010GeV) 
           
-- Arguably, sterile neutrinos are the most likely ‘new physics’ there is.  
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Neutrino physics -- Alain 

Blondel   

Adding masses to the Standard model neutrino 'simply' by adding a Dirac 

mass term 

 

implies adding a right-handed neutrino (new particle) 

 

No SM symmetry prevents adding then a term like   

and this simply means that a neutrino turns into a antineutrino  

(the charge conjugate of a right handed antineutrino is a left handed neutrino!) 
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See-saw in the most general way : 

MR  0 
mD  0 
Dirac + Majorana  

MR = 0 

mD  0 

Dirac only, (like e- vs e+):  

 

L     R     R   L 
 ½      0          ½      0 

4 states of equal masses 

m 

Iweak= 

Some have I=1/2  (active) 

Some have I=0    (sterile) 

MR  0 

mD = 0 

Majorana only 

 

L               R    
 ½                 ½       

2 states of equal masses 

m 

Iweak= 

All have     I=1/2  (active) 

MR  0 

mD  0 

Dirac + Majorana  

 

 

L     NR     R   NL 
 ½      0          ½      0 

4 states , 2  mass levels 

m 

Iweak= 

m1  have I=1/2  (~active) 

m2  have I=0    (~sterile) 
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Note that this is not necessary  
as we have no idea of mD and MR ! 
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𝒎𝒗 = 
𝒎

𝑫
𝟐

𝑴
   has been invoked to explain the smallness  

of active neutrino masses 

known 
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-- mixing with active neutrinos leads to various observable consequences 
    -- if very light (eV) , possible effect on neutrino oscillations 
 
   -- if mixing in % or permil level, possibly measurable effects on  
 
          PMNS matrix unitarity violation and deficit in Z invisible width 
 
          occurrence of Higgs invisible decays H ii     
 

          violation of unitarity and lepton universality in W or   decays  
         -- etc etc..   
 
-- Couplings are small  (mD/M) and generally out of reach of hadron colliders 
 
-- Require high statistics e+e-  

𝒗 =  𝒗𝑳 cos  - 𝑵𝒄
𝑹  𝐬𝐢𝐧 

Manifestations of sterile neutrinos 

𝑵 = 𝑵𝑹 cos +  𝒗𝑳 
c  sin 

𝒗 = light mass eigenstate 
N = heavy mass eigenstate 
 𝒗𝑳 which couples to  
weak interaction 

 today 

next times! 
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.6498.  

CONSISTENT SET OF PARAMETERS FOR TLEP  
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT BEAMSTRAHLUNG  

IPAC’13 Shanghai 
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Will consider also : x10 upgrade with e.g. charge compensation?   
(suppresses beamstrahlung and beam-beam blow up) 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.6498
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In October 1989 LEP determined that the number of neutrino families was 3.110.15  
 
In Feb 1990 Cecilia Jarlskog commented that this number could smaller  than 3  
if the left handed neutrino(s) has a component of (a) heavy sterile neutrino(s)  
which is kinematically suppressed or forbidden   
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 N = 2.984 0.008 

This is determined from the Z line shape scan  
and dominated by the measurement of the  
hadronic cross-section at the Z peak maximum  
 
The dominant systematic error is the theoretical 
uncertainty on the Bhabha cross-section (0.06%) 
which represents an error of 0.0046 on N  

 

 

Improving on N  by more than a factor 2 would require a large effort  

to improve on the Bhabha cross-section calculation! 
  

- 2    :^) !! 

At the end of LEP: 
Phys.Rept.427:257-454,2006 
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Another solution:  
  determine the number of neutrinos from the radiative returns   
 
                          e+e-    Z ( vv ) 

                                               

in its original form (Karlen) the method only counts the ‘single photon’ events 
and is actually less sensitive than claimed. It has poorer statistics and requires running  
~10 GeV above the Z pole. Systematics on photon selection are not small.  
 
present result:  Nv= 2.920.05  
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given the very high luminosity, the following measurement can be performed 

Neutrino counting at TLEP 

𝑵𝒗 =

𝜸𝒁(𝒊𝒏𝒗)
𝜸𝒁 → 𝒆𝒆, 𝝁𝝁

   


𝒆,
 𝑺𝑴  

 

The common  tag  allows cancellation of systematics due to photon selection, luminosity 
etc. The others are extremely well known due to the availanbility of O(1012 ) Z decays.   
 
The full sensitivity to the number of neutrinos is restored , and the theory uncertainty  

on  

𝒆

 𝑺𝑴   is very very small.   

 
A good measurement can be made from the data accumulated at the WW threshold  
where  ( Z(inv) ) ~4 pb for  |cos| <0.95   
 
161 GeV  (107 s)  running at 1.6x1035/cm2/s  x 4 exp     3x107   Z(inv) evts,  =0.0011 

adding 5 yrs data at 240 and 350 GeV ............................................................  =0.0008 
 

A better point may be 105 GeV (20pb and higher luminosity) may allow  =0.0004? 
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Conclusions 

Given the high statistics (and if the detectors are designed appropriately)  
the measurement of the Z invisible width at TLEP should allow a powerful search for  
sterile neutrinos (or other invisible or exotic final states in Z decays)  
 
The most powerful technique is the radiative returns e+e-    Z with a tag on the  
photon.  
 
A sensitivity of  =0.001  should be achievable and perhaps better 
 
To do:  
 
-- confirm numbers and check selection backgrounds etc.. 
 
-- optimize the experiment (‘guess’ is optimum around 105 GeV ) 
 
-- this is exciting.  


